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The claim processThe claim process (in general)(in general)

Claim is submitted to underwriter (either from Claim is submitted to underwriter (either from 
agent, insured or third party)agent, insured or third party)
Acknowledgment is sent to insured with Proof of Acknowledgment is sent to insured with Proof of 
Loss (promulgated form)Loss (promulgated form)
Investigation by claim attorney (usually includes Investigation by claim attorney (usually includes 
request for file or information from agent)request for file or information from agent)
Coverage determination and, if covered, plan of Coverage determination and, if covered, plan of 
action determined. action determined. 
Matter concluded and file closed.Matter concluded and file closed.



Examples of recent claimsExamples of recent claims



FIXING THE FIXFIXING THE FIX

Owner owns Lots 1 & 2 and sells Lot 1, but Deed and Owner owns Lots 1 & 2 and sells Lot 1, but Deed and 
Deed of Trust incorrectly describe both lots.  Owner Deed of Trust incorrectly describe both lots.  Owner 
contracts to sell Lot 2 and title company discovers error.  contracts to sell Lot 2 and title company discovers error.  
The prior title company is contacted, a corrected Deed is The prior title company is contacted, a corrected Deed is 
filed and sale of Lot 2 closes.  Six months later the filed and sale of Lot 2 closes.  Six months later the 
insured is notified that his Lot 2 is posted for foreclosure insured is notified that his Lot 2 is posted for foreclosure 
in two weeks.  Unfortunately, the deed of trust was in two weeks.  Unfortunately, the deed of trust was 
never corrected.never corrected.



ACCESSACCESS

1. Easement of record, but never used. No 1. Easement of record, but never used. No 
survey is in the file.  Easement is survey is in the file.  Easement is 
expressly insured and now owner of expressly insured and now owner of 
servientservient estate contests easement and estate contests easement and 
claims it has been abandoned. Litigation claims it has been abandoned. Litigation 
ensues.ensues.



2.  Involves undeveloped acreage.  Prior 2.  Involves undeveloped acreage.  Prior 
plats and agreements establish an plats and agreements establish an ““access access 
easementeasement”” running eastrunning east--west through west through 
large tract.  When tract is actually large tract.  When tract is actually 
subdivided and the southern tract is sold subdivided and the southern tract is sold 
for development, the property line is for development, the property line is 
moved north of the access easement by 8 moved north of the access easement by 8 
feet, to meet an apparent City feet, to meet an apparent City 
requirement for placement of the fire requirement for placement of the fire 
hydrants.hydrants.



Buyer and seller enter a new easement agreement and Buyer and seller enter a new easement agreement and 
later file a revised plat to reflect the new access abutting later file a revised plat to reflect the new access abutting 
the northern tract, which is its only access. Later, when the northern tract, which is its only access. Later, when 
property northern tract is sold for development, access is property northern tract is sold for development, access is 
insured by way of prior plats and new easement insured by way of prior plats and new easement 
agreement. agreement. 
Deed of trust on Deed of trust on servientservient estate (southern tract) is estate (southern tract) is 
recorded before new easement agreement and revised recorded before new easement agreement and revised 
plat.  As construction on insured tract commences the plat.  As construction on insured tract commences the 
note secured by the note secured by the servientservient tract is sold, new lender tract is sold, new lender 
forecloses and claims new easement and plat are inferior forecloses and claims new easement and plat are inferior 
and were and were ““cut offcut off”” by foreclosure and old plats do not by foreclosure and old plats do not 
provide easement to new tract as provide easement to new tract as subdivdedsubdivded, so that our , so that our 
insured is landlocked.insured is landlocked.



FORGERY AND IDENTITY THEFTFORGERY AND IDENTITY THEFT

ForgeryForgery--Signing someone elseSigning someone else’’s name, usually outside of s name, usually outside of 
closing.closing.
Actual examples:Actual examples:
--current girlfriend forges excurrent girlfriend forges ex--wifewife’’s signature on deed.s signature on deed.
--adopted brother forges sisteradopted brother forges sister’’s signature on deed to sell s signature on deed to sell 
inherited property.inherited property.
--forged release, often not in connection with a forged release, often not in connection with a 
transaction.transaction.
Be careful of documents executed outside of closing and Be careful of documents executed outside of closing and 
““straystray”” releases.releases.



Identity theftIdentity theft

Usually in connection with mortgage Usually in connection with mortgage 
fraud.fraud.
Actual case:Actual case:

Property was foreclosed and purchased from Property was foreclosed and purchased from 
lender.lender.
Property was Property was ““flippedflipped”” from seller to A then to from seller to A then to 
B.B.
B was not the real B. B was not the real B. 



Mortgage broker had stolen BMortgage broker had stolen B’’s identity, s identity, 
used it to get financing and had used it to get financing and had 
established a phone number and fake established a phone number and fake 
letterhead to verify false employment letterhead to verify false employment 
information on loan application.  Real B, information on loan application.  Real B, 
from California, contacts lender when she from California, contacts lender when she 
received a default notice and threatened received a default notice and threatened 
to sue for wrongfully damaging her credit to sue for wrongfully damaging her credit 
if the lender foreclosed.  We eventually if the lender foreclosed.  We eventually 
convinced B to convey to a subsidiary convinced B to convey to a subsidiary 
entity subject to the lien so the lender entity subject to the lien so the lender 
could foreclose.could foreclose.



DEAL IS NOT DONE UNTILDEAL IS NOT DONE UNTIL……
PAPERWORK IS DONE PAPERWORK IS DONE 

(CORRECTLY)(CORRECTLY)
True Real Life Examples I True Real Life Examples I 

Have Seen:Have Seen:
1. Missing page in DT1. Missing page in DT
2. DT without legal 2. DT without legal 

description (2x)description (2x)
3. DTs recorded in wrong 3. DTs recorded in wrong 

orderorder
4. DT on wrong property

5. Deed and DT filed 18 5. Deed and DT filed 18 
months after closing.months after closing.

6. DT with incorrect legal 6. DT with incorrect legal 
descriptiondescription

7. Deed without legal 7. Deed without legal 
descriptiondescription

8. Deed and DT recorded in 8. Deed and DT recorded in 
wrong county

4. DT on wrong property
wrong county



OH, YOU MEANT THAT LOT!OH, YOU MEANT THAT LOT!

Owner is refinancing.  Order is phoned in by Owner is refinancing.  Order is phoned in by 
lender.  Title does title search and examination lender.  Title does title search and examination 
and prepares title binder.  Loan closes at and prepares title binder.  Loan closes at 
lenderlender’’s office.  Claim is filed for missing s office.  Claim is filed for missing 
mortgage payoff.  Claim is paid.  Loan is mortgage payoff.  Claim is paid.  Loan is 
foreclosed.  Loan is assigned back to original foreclosed.  Loan is assigned back to original 
lender.  Original lender sells property.  Purchaser lender.  Original lender sells property.  Purchaser 
moves in.  Lender says we insured wrong lot.  moves in.  Lender says we insured wrong lot.  
Gotcha!! Owner owned two adjacent lots.  What Gotcha!! Owner owned two adjacent lots.  What 
were the odds of that?were the odds of that?



The best (or worst) yet on property The best (or worst) yet on property 
mix upsmix ups

Owner seeks financing for improvements to Owner seeks financing for improvements to 
mobile home.  He owns 1 mobile home.  He owns 1 ½½ acres, mother owns acres, mother owns 
neighboring tract.  Home encroaches on neighboring tract.  Home encroaches on 
mothermother’’s tract, so she deeds 1/4 acre to him. s tract, so she deeds 1/4 acre to him. 
Loan closes and policy is issued.  Lender Loan closes and policy is issued.  Lender 
forecloses then makes a claim, as it seems the forecloses then makes a claim, as it seems the 
DT legal only covers the 1 DT legal only covers the 1 ½½ acre tract, while acre tract, while 
the policy insures the validity of the lien only on the policy insures the validity of the lien only on 
the the ¼¼ acre tract. Needless to say, neither the acre tract. Needless to say, neither the 
borrower who was foreclosed nor his mother are borrower who was foreclosed nor his mother are 
very cooperative in curing.very cooperative in curing.



PAYOFF ODDITIES:PAYOFF ODDITIES:
RELEASE FROM WRONG LENDERRELEASE FROM WRONG LENDER

Sellers had seven mortgages on their property.  Sellers had seven mortgages on their property.  
The first five were with the same lender.  The The first five were with the same lender.  The 
title agent sent seven releases of mortgage to title agent sent seven releases of mortgage to 
the lender.  They signed all seven.  The other the lender.  They signed all seven.  The other 
lender filed foreclosure based upon their two lender filed foreclosure based upon their two 
mortgages.  Isnmortgages.  Isn’’t word processing great?  You t word processing great?  You 
just click, copy and click, paste.  No extra just click, copy and click, paste.  No extra 
typing.typing.



WRONG LOANWRONG LOAN

Borrower has two loans from same lender, Borrower has two loans from same lender, 
one secured by property, other was car one secured by property, other was car 
loan.  Closer, unaware of car loan, loan.  Closer, unaware of car loan, 
requests payoff, which lender gives, but requests payoff, which lender gives, but 
on wrong loan.  We are notified when on wrong loan.  We are notified when 
lender is foreclosing, threatening to lender is foreclosing, threatening to ““wipe wipe 
outout”” our insured lender.our insured lender.



OTHER DEBTOTHER DEBT

Seller has loan secured by property, which is Seller has loan secured by property, which is 
paid at closing.  Same lender had recently paid at closing.  Same lender had recently 
obtained a judgment against seller on other obtained a judgment against seller on other 
debt.  AJ was filed after sale, but lender claims debt.  AJ was filed after sale, but lender claims 
that that ““dragnetdragnet”” clause in DT included the clause in DT included the 
judgment.  Case was tried and clear instructions judgment.  Case was tried and clear instructions 
from closer when sending payoff, including letter from closer when sending payoff, including letter 
specifying loan number and that release of lien specifying loan number and that release of lien 
was required, saved the day.was required, saved the day.



WHEN IS A PAYOFF,WHEN IS A PAYOFF,
NOT A PAYOFFNOT A PAYOFF

Closing of refinance.  Title binder shows Closing of refinance.  Title binder shows 
three unreleased mortgages.  Owner says three unreleased mortgages.  Owner says 
one mortgage was paid off by Brand X one mortgage was paid off by Brand X 
Title Company five months ago.  You Title Company five months ago.  You 
check with Brand X.  Yes, they refinanced check with Brand X.  Yes, they refinanced 
and paid off two mortgages.  You close and paid off two mortgages.  You close 
and payoff two mortgages.  What do you and payoff two mortgages.  What do you 
mean they are foreclosing?mean they are foreclosing?



ONE RELEASE ISONE RELEASE IS
AS GOOD AS ANOTHERAS GOOD AS ANOTHER

Closing a refinance.  Title binder shows Closing a refinance.  Title binder shows 
one mortgage to be paid and released.  one mortgage to be paid and released.  
You obtain a payoff.  It seems awfully low.  You obtain a payoff.  It seems awfully low.  
You pay.  The lender releases.  Owner You pay.  The lender releases.  Owner 
comes to you with foreclosure demand.  comes to you with foreclosure demand.  
Why didnWhy didn’’t someone tell me the mortgage t someone tell me the mortgage 
had been assigned?had been assigned?



Sometimes its not worth the paper Sometimes its not worth the paper 
its written onits written on

False bills paid affidavits from contractor.  Subs False bills paid affidavits from contractor.  Subs 
then file lien affidavits.then file lien affidavits.

False affidavits of debts and liens.  Other Deeds of False affidavits of debts and liens.  Other Deeds of 
Trust filed before closing.Trust filed before closing.

False False heirshipheirship affidavits.affidavits.

False homestead designation.False homestead designation.



THROWING GOOD MONEY AFTER THROWING GOOD MONEY AFTER 
BADBAD

You close on a transaction.  A contractor is to You close on a transaction.  A contractor is to 
install some aluminum siding after closing.  You install some aluminum siding after closing.  You 
holdback from the sellerholdback from the seller’’s proceeds for the s proceeds for the 
installation of the siding.  You send one check to installation of the siding.  You send one check to 
the contractor.  It gets lost.  You stop payment.  the contractor.  It gets lost.  You stop payment.  
You send a second check.  The buyer comes in You send a second check.  The buyer comes in 
and says they paid the contractor.  You cut a third and says they paid the contractor.  You cut a third 
check and give it to the buyer.  How many times check and give it to the buyer.  How many times 
do you have to pay for one improvement?do you have to pay for one improvement?



WHAT YOU CANNOT READ,WHAT YOU CANNOT READ,
CAN HURT YOUCAN HURT YOU

An undeveloped tract of land is being bought by An undeveloped tract of land is being bought by 
some land investors.  You search the chain of title some land investors.  You search the chain of title 
and locate a 1947 warranty deed.  The second and locate a 1947 warranty deed.  The second 
page of the warranty deed from the county clerkpage of the warranty deed from the county clerk’’s s 
records is illegible.  You insure the property.  records is illegible.  You insure the property.  
Fifteen years later, the land is being sold to a Fifteen years later, the land is being sold to a 
shopping center developer with visions of a shopping center developer with visions of a 
grocery store on the property.  The new title grocery store on the property.  The new title 
insurance agent uses a different title plant to insurance agent uses a different title plant to 
locate a better copy of the 1947 warranty deed.  locate a better copy of the 1947 warranty deed.  
They can read the second page.  SURPRISE!!!  They can read the second page.  SURPRISE!!!  
What is an overworked title examiner to do?What is an overworked title examiner to do?



AT LEAST, I KEPT MY EYESAT LEAST, I KEPT MY EYES
ON THE ROADON THE ROAD

You are closing on a construction mortgage.  You drive out to doYou are closing on a construction mortgage.  You drive out to do a lot a lot 
inspection before recording the mortgage.  All you can see is nainspection before recording the mortgage.  All you can see is native tive 
vegetation, at least, that is all you can see from the drivervegetation, at least, that is all you can see from the driver’’s seat of your s seat of your 
car.  You record.  You forget the lot inspection.  Years later, car.  You record.  You forget the lot inspection.  Years later, the general the general 
contractor for the two story motel on the lot claims he put out contractor for the two story motel on the lot claims he put out wooden wooden 
survey stakes to mark the footings for the foundation the night survey stakes to mark the footings for the foundation the night before before 
your inspection.  The mechanicyour inspection.  The mechanic’’s liens total $1.5 million.  You cans liens total $1.5 million.  You can’’t t 
remember what you saw or didnremember what you saw or didn’’t see.  Besides, you cant see.  Besides, you can’’t see wooden t see wooden 
survey stakes at 30 miles per hour.  Thatsurvey stakes at 30 miles per hour.  That’’s right.s right.



IF YOU CANIF YOU CAN’’T TRUST A T TRUST A 
LAWYER, WHO CAN YOU LAWYER, WHO CAN YOU 

TRUST?TRUST?

A lawyer representing the seller sends you a purchase A lawyer representing the seller sends you a purchase 
agreement with a metes and bounds legal description on agreement with a metes and bounds legal description on 
an outan out--ofof--county closing.  You send the purchase county closing.  You send the purchase 
agreement with legal description to the title insurance agreement with legal description to the title insurance 
agent in that county.  The other title insurance agent agent in that county.  The other title insurance agent 
performs a title search and issues a title binder showing performs a title search and issues a title binder showing 
title in your sellertitle in your seller’’s name, but the legal description is on s name, but the legal description is on 
an adjacent piece of property.  The lawyer prepares the an adjacent piece of property.  The lawyer prepares the 
warranty deed for the seller to sign.  The lawyer uses the warranty deed for the seller to sign.  The lawyer uses the 
legal description on the title binder.  You close on the legal description on the title binder.  You close on the 
second legal description.  What is an overworked escrow second legal description.  What is an overworked escrow 
officer to do?officer to do?



RestrictionsRestrictions
Large tract is restricted to residential use only in 1948.  Large tract is restricted to residential use only in 1948.  
Over the next 50 years the property is subdivided and Over the next 50 years the property is subdivided and 
transferred many times, but never developed, other than transferred many times, but never developed, other than 
a few houses on some of the smaller parcels.  Insured a few houses on some of the smaller parcels.  Insured 
purchases prime tract, which is now frontage, for purchases prime tract, which is now frontage, for 
commercial development.  When construction starts, commercial development.  When construction starts, 
neighbors object and lawsuit is filed. Even the old stuff neighbors object and lawsuit is filed. Even the old stuff 
matters.matters.



You want to do what with the You want to do what with the 
property?property?

Prior deed restricts property to residential Prior deed restricts property to residential 
and some commercial uses, but prohibits and some commercial uses, but prohibits 
use for storage in multiple buildings.  use for storage in multiple buildings.  
Examiner misses the restriction.  Guess Examiner misses the restriction.  Guess 
what the insured wants to do what with what the insured wants to do what with 
the property? the property? 



ConstructConstruct a self storage facility for which a self storage facility for which 
plans have been drawn and construction plans have been drawn and construction 
just commenced when insured is notified just commenced when insured is notified 
of restriction.  Appraiser we retain of restriction.  Appraiser we retain 
determines that there is no diminution in determines that there is no diminution in 
value, therefore no loss on the policy, as value, therefore no loss on the policy, as 
the property has other commercial uses the property has other commercial uses 
allowed by restrictions.  Very unhappy allowed by restrictions.  Very unhappy 
insured sues for bad faith.insured sues for bad faith.



Minerals, timber and gravelMinerals, timber and gravel

Several claims involving missed mineral Several claims involving missed mineral 
reservations, either in whole, or partial interests.reservations, either in whole, or partial interests.
Prior timber deed missed in examination results Prior timber deed missed in examination results 
in claim for diminution for lost timber rights.in claim for diminution for lost timber rights.
Reservation of Reservation of ““clay, sand, gravel, sod and clay, sand, gravel, sod and 
grassesgrasses”” in deed several links back in the chain in deed several links back in the chain 
leads to litigation against the insured by son of leads to litigation against the insured by son of 
the owner that made reservation for right to the owner that made reservation for right to 
remove gravel. remove gravel. 



Mortgage FraudMortgage Fraud

Red Flags:Red Flags:
1.  Does the transaction involve a flip? 1.  Does the transaction involve a flip? 

(A recent or simultaneous sale, particularly with a sharp increa(A recent or simultaneous sale, particularly with a sharp increase in price.)se in price.)

Is the seller in the contract in title? Is the seller in the contract in title? 

Does the commitment reflect the true record owner as of Does the commitment reflect the true record owner as of 
the plant date?  the plant date?  

Is the owner shown on the tax rolls consistent with the Is the owner shown on the tax rolls consistent with the 
record owner shown in the commitment?record owner shown in the commitment?



2. Is a 2. Is a ““straw buyerstraw buyer”” involved?involved?

Is there any indication that the ultimate Is there any indication that the ultimate 
purchaser will not take immediate purchaser will not take immediate 
possession of the property? possession of the property? 

Is there a trust involved and who is acting Is there a trust involved and who is acting 
on behalf of the trust?on behalf of the trust?



3. Is there any indication of falsified credit 3. Is there any indication of falsified credit 
applications?applications?

4. Is the appraisal inflated?  Is there a large 4. Is the appraisal inflated?  Is there a large 
disparity between the sales price and disparity between the sales price and 
appraised value on tax rolls? appraised value on tax rolls? 



Are you being asked to do anything Are you being asked to do anything 
which violates the lenderwhich violates the lender’’s s 

closing instructions?closing instructions?

Are there any payments to third parties Are there any payments to third parties 
from the sales proceeds,  receipt of funds from the sales proceeds,  receipt of funds 
from third parties, use of gift funds, or use from third parties, use of gift funds, or use 
of cash in the transaction?of cash in the transaction?



Is there anything misleading or Is there anything misleading or 
false on settlement statement?  false on settlement statement?  

Are all sources of funds listed, are there Are all sources of funds listed, are there 
any disbursements to parties not identified any disbursements to parties not identified 
on the settlement statement?on the settlement statement?



The Players:The Players:

““Straw buyerStraw buyer””
AppraiserAppraiser
CloserCloser
SellerSeller
LenderLender
Perpetrator (mortgage broker)Perpetrator (mortgage broker)



LenderLender’’s responsibilitys responsibility

Lenders always look at the transaction in Lenders always look at the transaction in 
2020--20 hindsight.20 hindsight.
Many will play the victim, regardless of the Many will play the victim, regardless of the 
information or knowledge they possessed information or knowledge they possessed 
at the time the loan was made.at the time the loan was made.
Costly and time consuming litigation, even Costly and time consuming litigation, even 
if no basis for liability.if no basis for liability.



Loan BrokersLoan Brokers

Often at the root of the problem.Often at the root of the problem.
Some courts have held that they are the agent Some courts have held that they are the agent 
for the borrower, not the lender.for the borrower, not the lender.
Do not assume that all information provided to a Do not assume that all information provided to a 
loan broker gets to the lender, or that it gets loan broker gets to the lender, or that it gets 
there exactly as it left your office.there exactly as it left your office.
We have seen altered commitments, run sheets We have seen altered commitments, run sheets 
and settlement statements, as well as forged and settlement statements, as well as forged 
documents.documents.



The ConsequencesThe Consequences

Suits against Title agents (and sometimes Suits against Title agents (and sometimes 
underwriters) alleging a underwriters) alleging a ““conspiracy to defraudconspiracy to defraud””
lenders.lenders.
Action by Feds (HUD and other agencies) and Action by Feds (HUD and other agencies) and 
state regulators (TDI) for violations of RESPA state regulators (TDI) for violations of RESPA 
and state regulations.  In one case involving and state regulations.  In one case involving 
multiple transactions a company was fined a multiple transactions a company was fined a 
total of $6.2 Million.total of $6.2 Million.
Criminal action against closers involved in Criminal action against closers involved in 
transactions.  In one case, closer was sentenced transactions.  In one case, closer was sentenced 
to 97 months in federal prison.to 97 months in federal prison.



General Closing InstructionsGeneral Closing Instructions

Mortgage Bankers Association Draft 02/06Mortgage Bankers Association Draft 02/06
““Fraud PreventionFraud Prevention””











Class ActionsClass Actions

RESPA violations:RESPA violations:
overcharging for services rendered; generally held to overcharging for services rendered; generally held to 
not be a violation of RESPA.not be a violation of RESPA.
markups; markups; ““fees charged by settlement service fees charged by settlement service 
providers to consumers for settlement services providers to consumers for settlement services 
provided by third partyprovided by third party--vendors in excess of the fees vendors in excess of the fees 
that the thirdthat the third--party vendors charged to the providers party vendors charged to the providers 
for those services, without the providers performing for those services, without the providers performing 
any additional services.any additional services.”” Split in Federal Courts over Split in Federal Courts over 
whether markups violate RESPA. whether markups violate RESPA. 



Other Class Action LitigationOther Class Action Litigation

violations of antitrust laws, such as violations of antitrust laws, such as 
allegations that title companies discussed allegations that title companies discussed 
and set the price for title insurance in and set the price for title insurance in 
California during refi boom.California during refi boom.
Allegations that title companies do not Allegations that title companies do not 
provide applicable discount rates. provide applicable discount rates. 

Texas RTexas R--8 and R8 and R--1818
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